Recently I. Jensen published a novel transfer-matrix algorithm for computing the number of polyominoes in a rectangular lattice. However, his estimation of the computational complexity of the algorithm (O(( √ 2) n ), where n is the size of the polyominoes), was based only on empirical evidence. In contrast, our research provides some solid proof. Our result is based primarily on an analysis of the number of some class of strings that plays a significant role in the algorithm. It turns out that this number is closely related to Motzkin numbers. We provide a rigorous computation that roughly confirms Jensen's estimation. We obtain the bound O(n 5/2 ( √ 3) n ) on the running time of the algorithm, while the actual number of polyominoes is about C4.06 n /n, for some constant C > 0.
Introduction
A polyomino of size n is an edge-connected set of n squares on a regular square lattice. Fixed polyominoes are considered distinct if they have different shapes or orientations. The symbol A(n) usually denotes in the literature the number of fixed polyominoes of size n. The first few values of this series are {A(n)} ∞ n=1 = {1, 2, 6, 19, 63, 216, 760, . . .}. Polyominoes have triggered the imagination of many scientists, not only mathematicians. The issue of the number of fixed polyominoes arises, for instance, when investigating the properties of liquid flow through grained material [3] , such as water flowing through coffee grains. Statistical physicists refer to polyominoes as lattice animals, whose number is relevant when computing the mean cluster density in percolation processes. To this day there is no known analytic formula for A(n). The only known methods for computing A(n) are based on explicitly or implicitly enumerating all the polyominoes.
The following is a brief overview of the developments of counting fixed polyominoes:
• In 1962 Read [21] derived generating functions for calculating the number of fixed polyominoes. These functions become intractable very fast and were used for computing A(n) for only n = 1, . . . , 10 (with an error in A (10) ).
• In 1967 Parkin et al. [19] computed the number of polyominoes of up to size 15 (with a slight error in A (15) ) on a CDC 6600 computer.
• In 1971 Lunnon [14] computed the values of A(n) up to n = 18 (with a slight error in A (17) ). His program generated polyominoes that could fit into a restricted rectangle. Since his algorithm generated the same polyominoes more than once, the program spent a considerable amount of time checking polyominoes for repetitions. It was thus an O(nA 2 (n))-time algorithm, and the program ran for about 175 hours (a little more than a week) on a Chilton Atlas I.
• An algorithm of Martin [15] and Redner [23] that computes polyominoes of a given size and perimeter was used in 1976 by Sykes and Glen [24] to enumerate A(n) up to n = 19.
• In 1981 Redelmeier [22] introduced a novel enumeration algorithm. His new method, which was actually a procedure for subgraph counting, did not reproduce any of the previously-generated polyominoes. Thus, he did not need to keep in memory all the already-generated polyominoes, nor did he need to check if a newly-generated polyomino was already counted. He implemented his method efficiently, and computed A(n) up to n = 24. It was the first O(A(n))-time algorithm, and Redelmeier's program required about 10 months of CPU time on a PDP-11/70. Mertens and Lautenbacher [16] later devised a parallel version of Redelmeier's algorithm and used it for computing the number of equal-perimeter polyominoes (of up to perimeter 22) on a triangular lattice.
• In 1995 Conway [4] introduced a transfer-matrix algorithm, subsequently used by Conway and Guttmann [5] for computing A(25).
• Oliveira e Silva [18] used (in an unpublished work) a parallel version of Redelmeier's algorithm to count free polyominoes (for which the orientation does not matter) of up to size 28.
• Jensen [7] significantly improved the algorithm of Conway and Guttmann, and computed A(n) up to n = 46.
Following quickly, Knuth [12] applied (in an unpublished work) a few local optimizations to Jensen's algorithm and was able to compute A(47). In a further computation Jensen [8] obtained A(48). Finally, Jensen [9] also parallelized the algorithm and computed A(n) for n 56.
It is known that A(n) is exponential in n. Klarner [10] showed that the limit λ = lim n→∞ n √ A(n) exists. It is widely believed, being supported by the 56 currently-known values of A(n), that A(n) ∼ Cλ n n θ for some constants C > 0 and θ ≈ −1 (see [13] ). So, the limit lim n→∞ (A(n + 1)/A(n)) also exists and is equal to λ. The number λ is thus called the "growth rate" of polyominoes, and was given its well-known name Klarner's constant by Golomb [6] . At the moment, not even a single significant digit of λ is known for sure! There have been several attempts to lower and upper bound λ, as well as to estimate it, based on knowing the first values of A(n). The best-known published lower and upper bounds are 3.927378 [9] 2 and 4.649551 [11] . Recently, a new lower bound of 3.980137 was shown in [2] . The constant λ is estimated to be around 4.06 ± 0.02 [5, 9] .
In this paper we analyze the running time of Jensen's Algorithm [7] . It has two factors: a polynomial in n, and an exponential term J (W ) (where W = n/2). Jensen did not provide an analysis of the running time of his algorithm. Instead, he showed a graph [ibid., Section 2.1.3] that plots J (W ) (the number of signatures of length W , a key ingredient of the algorithm-see Section 3.1) as a function of W , for 1 W 23. The graph was drawn in a halflogarithmic scale, and the plotted points visually seem to be more-or-less located around some line. From the slope of this imaginary line, Jensen estimated that J (W ) was proportional to 2 W . Therefore, Jensen concluded that the running time of his algorithm was proportional to ( √ 2) n times some polynomial factor. Jensen's algorithm prunes the signatures, discarding intermediate configurations that cannot be completed into valid polyominoes. In this paper we analyze S(W ), the number of unpruned signatures. We show that it equals M(W + 1) − 1, where M(W ) is the W th Motzkin number [17] . Since the W th Motzkin number is proportional to 3 W (neglecting some polynomial factor), we obtain an upper bound on the running time of Jensen's algorithm, which is proportional to ( √ 3) n times some polynomial factor. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief description of Jensen's transfer-matrix algorithm for counting fixed polyominoes, and in Section 3 we provide a detailed analysis of the running time of the algorithm.
Jensen's transfer-matrix algorithm
In this section we briefly describe Jensen's algorithm for counting fixed polyominoes. The reader is referred to the original paper [7] for the full details.
The algorithm separately counts all the polyominoes of size n bounded by rectangles whose dimensions are W (its width, y-span) and L (its length, x-span). In each iteration of the algorithm different values of W and L are considered, for all possible values of W and L. (Due to symmetry, only values of W L need to be considered.)
For specific values of W and L, the strategy is as follows. The polyominoes are built from left to right, and in each column from top to bottom. Instead of keeping track of all polyominoes, the procedure keeps records of the numbers of polyominoes with identical right boundaries. Towards this aim the right boundaries of the (yet incomplete) polyominoes are encoded by signatures as will be described shortly. A polyomino is expanded in the current column, cell by cell, from top to bottom. The new cell is either occupied (i.e., belongs to the new polyomino) or empty (i.e., does not belong to it). Thus, the right boundaries of the (yet incomplete) polyominoes have a "kink" at the currently considered cell. By "expanding" we mean updating both the signatures (possibly creating new signatures) and their respective numbers of polyominoes. For implementation purpose the numbers are maintained as polynomials in the form of generating functions: The terms of the polynomial P (t) = i c i t i mean that c i distinct (possibly incomplete) polyominoes of size i correspond to some signature.
The right boundaries of (yet incomplete) polyominoes are encoded by signatures that contain five symbols: the digits 0-4. The symbol '0' stands for an empty cell. The symbol '1' stands for an occupied cell that is not connected by other cells to any other boundary cells. The other three symbols represent cells which are connected to other boundary cells. In case there are several boundary cells that are connected either along the boundary or by cells to the left of it, the lowest cell is encoded by the symbol '2', the highest cell by the symbol '4', and all the other cells (if any) in that group by the symbol '3'. Fig. 1 (similar to Fig. 1 of [7] ) shows the signature of some (yet incomplete) polyomino, before and after cell expansion. Note that this polyomino is indeed incomplete because it has three disconnected components. Yet the algorithm needs to consider such intermediate configurations since the yet-to-be-added cells on the right may connect disconnected components and yield a legal polyomino. Only at the termination of the iteration does the algorithm need to check whether a signature corresponds to legal polyominoes. Otherwise, the corresponding number of polyominoes (of that signature) is ignored and not counted. Also note in the figure that the lowest '2' and the highest '4' in the signature encode boundary cells which are connected by cells to the left of the boundary.
There are several implementation details that are omitted here. One such detail is the initialization of an iteration, that is, building the set of signatures that correspond to (yet incomplete) polyominoes spanning only one column. Another detail is the exhaustive set of polyomino-expansion rules. In an expansion step the boundary kink is lowered by one by considering the kink cell and either making it occupied or leaving it empty. The symbols encoding the cells adjacent to the kink, together with the fact of whether or not the new cell is occupied, determine how to update the signature. Most combinations require local updates, whereas a few combinations require scanning the entire signature for updating. In addition, the signature needs to be expanded by two bits that indicate whether or not (yet incomplete) polyominoes touch the top and bottom boundaries of the bounding rectangle.
Some important optimizations are also performed. Since only polyominoes of size n are sought, the signatures of intermediate polyominoes exceeding this size may be discarded. In addition, local rules can be applied to prune out intermediate configurations that cannot be completed into valid polyominoes. For example, it would save time to discard signatures of intermediate polyominoes that have more than one connected component, and whose union into one component will require a total of more than n cells. The same applies for signatures of intermediate polyominoes whose yet-to-be-constructed connections to all of the top, bottom, and right borders will require more than n cells in total.
At the termination of each iteration, the procedure discards all signatures that correspond to illegal polyominoes, such as disconnected polyominoes (as mentioned above), or polyominoes that do not touch all the boundaries of the bounding rectangle. Then, all the numbers of polyominoes associated with legal polyominoes are summed up to yield the number of legal polyominoes bounded by some W × L rectangle. By iterating over all possible values of W and L and summing up, the algorithm computes the total number of polyominoes of size n. (Naturally, for one specific value of W , the iterations of the inner loop on L may transfer information between them to save execution time.)
As mentioned in the introduction, Jensen did not provide an analysis of the running time of his algorithm. Instead, he empirically estimated that it is proportional to ( √ 2) n , where n is the size of the sought after polyominoes. In the following section we provide a more rigorous estimation of the running time. 
Computational complexity

Boundary strings
We begin by investigating the number of kinkless boundary strings of length W . (In this section the boundaries are assumed to be horizontal for ease of exposition.) Consider a square lattice of width W and unrestricted height h, in which some of the W · h cells are occupied and the other cells are empty. Identify the connected components of the occupied cells, where connectivity is through edges only. Assign a symbol to each connected component and a special symbol '-' to empty cells, and regard the lowest row of the lattice as the "signature" string representing the configuration of occupied cells. The completely empty string (containing only '-'s) is not allowed. Obviously, a signature may represent many different configurations. Moreover, the number of distinct symbols needed to specify all signatures is W/2 +1, since there may be at most W/2 connected components. Fig. 2 shows a lattice configuration and its representing signature string. The question is, then, what is S(W ), the number of different signature strings (as a function of W , up to renaming of the non-'-' symbols).
It is shown in [2] that S(W ) = M(W + 1) − 1. This is proven by a bijection between signature strings of length W and Motzkin paths of length W + 1 (except the straight path). We provide here a direct proof of this fact.
Theorem 1. S(W )
Proof. Let S * (W ) = S(W ) + 1, that is, the number of all legal signatures plus the unique empty signature (-,-,-, . . . ,-) that is illegal in the context of polyominoes. We will now evaluate S * (W ). The number of signature strings whose last character is '-' is simply S * (W − 1). Otherwise (when the last character is not '-'), the corresponding last cell of the signature may be connected (through the boundary and/or the area to the left of the boundary, which in this section is the area on top of the signature) to other signature cells. Let i be the lowest index (counting from left to right) of the signature cell connected to the W th cell (obviously 1 i W ). For i 2, the (i − 1)st cell must be empty, and the number of distinct signatures is the product of the number of subsignatures of the leftmost i − 2 cells and the number of subsignatures of the rightmost W − i + 1 cells (of which the leftmost and rightmost are occupied by definition, so there is freedom only in the middle W − i − 1 cells). Fig. 3 shows an example in which W = 17 and i = 7. (Recall that cell connectivity is through edges only!) Thus,
with the convention S * (−1) = S * (0) = 1. It is easily seen that this is exactly the recurrence of the Motzkin series (with a shift of one index):
for k 2 and 
Running time
We now analyze the running time of Jensen's algorithm, following closely the notation of [7] . Denote by n the size of the polyominoes whose number we intend to compute. Overall, we have p iterations of Jensen's algorithm that differ in the dimensions of the bounding rectangle of the polyominoes counted in each iteration. Denote by W (resp., L) the width (resp., length), that is, the y-span (resp., x-span) of a bounding rectangle in one iteration of Jensen's algorithm. In each such iteration W is at most W max (the maximum width needed to be considered), and L = 2W max + 1 − W ; thus, L max (the maximum length) is at most 2W max . In each iteration of the algorithm we expand the so-far traversed lattice by W · L cells. Each such expansion consists of determining whether a new cell is either occupied or empty. This involves the consideration of all possible signatures σ . Denote the total number of possible signatures by N Conf . Each individual cell-expansion step requires the following operations:
• Fetching a signature from the database of signatures;
• Computing a new signature that is a function of the old signature, and of whether the new cell is occupied or not;
• Updating the polynomial that counts the number of possible distinct configurations for the specific signature; and • Searching for the new signature in the database. If it did not previously exist, insert it and its polynomial. Otherwise, replace the existing polynomial by the sum of the existing and new polynomial.
We denote by h the time needed for a random access into the signatures database, by s the time for computing a new signature, and by u the time needed for updating a polynomial. Clearly, the over-all running time of the algorithm is
Obviously, W max = n/2 and L max = n. Therefore, W max , L max = O(n). In the original description of the algorithm, p = W max · L max = O(n 2 ). However, instead of two nested loops for W and L, one can have only one loop on W with only L = L max . After processing each column, one can check all the configurations. The polynomials representing the respective numbers of polyominoes of all the valid configurations (those with one connected component spanning the entire W × L rectangle) will update the number of polyominoes of the appropriate sizes. Thus we can improve p by a factor of n and have p = O(n).
Assume that one implements the database of signatures as a simple (albeit large) sequential RAM array that contains the records of all possible signatures. In order to access a signature, one first needs to convert the signature to its running number (address in the database); this can be done in O(W max ) time [2] . Accessing a signature in the database can be done in constant time (or more precisely, proportionally to the length of the key, which is O(W max )). Even if one needs to perform a binary search in the database, this will require time that is logarithmic in the size of the database. This is log N Conf , which is, as is shown below, again, O(W max ). Modifying a signature structure takes O(W max ) time too. In conclusion, h = O(W max ) = O(n).
It follows directly from the description of the algorithm that s = O(W max ) = O(n). Indeed, most of the signature updates are local, and are reflected by O(1) operations in the vicinity of the expanded cell. Only a few update rules require the traversal of the entire signature (whose complexity is O(n)) and a few global updates of it. A typical such update is required when the expanded cell touches the top boundary cell of some connected component, and we either need to find the second-to-top, or even the bottom boundary cell of the same component. For this purpose we traverse the signature top to bottom and count top and bottom cells of connected components until they balance appropriately, providing enough information for identifying the sought after boundary cell. The running time of this traversal is linear in n.
The polynomial operations required by Jensen's algorithm are the addition of two polynomials P 1 (t), P 2 (t) of maximum degree n and multiplication of a polynomial P (t) of maximum degree n by t . (The latter operation implements the addition of one occupied cell.) Clearly each such operation requires O(n) time, and since each cell-expansion operation requires a constant number of such polynomial operations, we have u = O(n).
Finally, we provide an upper bound on N Conf , the number of signatures of length W . We ignore the two bits of the signature that indicate whether or not the respective set of polyominoes touch the top and bottom boundaries of the bounding box, because these bits add only a constant factor of 4 on the number of different signatures.
In Section 3.1 we showed that the number of signatures without a kink is exactly M(W + 1) − 1, where M(k) = (3 k /k 3/2 ) is the kth Motzkin number. Now consider boundaries with a kink. At most, this applies a constant factor of 3 on the number of signatures. To see this, regard signatures of length W as a subset of all the signatures of length (W + 1) obtained by adding the kink cell to the boundary as an empty cell, and then dropping from the signature the symbol '0' at the position of the kink. By dropping these kink symbols different signatures may be identified, but this only helps. Thus, we conclude that N Conf (W ) = O(3 W /W 3/2 ) = O(( √ 3) n /n 3/2 ). Summing everything up, we obtain O(n 4 M(n/2)) = O(n 5/2 ( √ 3) n ) as an asymptotic bound on the running time of Jensen's algorithm. As mentioned earlier, Jensen's algorithm also prunes out signatures of boundaries that can never close into a legal polyomino because, for example, the number of cells remaining to be occupied is insufficient for the polyomino to touch both upper and lower boundaries of the bounding box, or because there are not enough cells to connect all occupied cells into one connected component. Obviously, most of the signatures are pruned out when W and L are close to n/2. This is probably the reason for the difference between the ( √ 3) n term in our bound and the ( √ 2) n -like behavior observed empirically by Jensen.
